
THE DASHI WHITEPAPER

Dashi: A cryptocurrency token with Auto-Locked Liquidity Acquisition and Reflection
Distribution. It was built on the Binance Smart Chain on May 14, 2023.

Contract Address: 0xA4f9c34D3437392334bf7db4Bb38DeEFE494D9eB

What is Dashi? (DASHI) is a robotics cryptocurrency. Trading creates funds for the design and
development of robots built by Dashi Robotics.

Disclaimer: Dashi, including but not limited to the overall Dashi project, token, website, smart
contracts as presented in this conceptual paper is not a licensed, unlicensed, or exempted
financial or payment service of any kind and in any jurisdiction.

Any terminology used in this Whitepaper or on its website is intended only as a basic reference,
without any elective or legal meaning of the same terms in a regulated and/or financial
environment.

Dashi is a community-driven project where our investors who meet minimal criteria vote on
specific topics concerning Dashi token. The Dashi smart contracts are open-source, security
audited, permanent and non-modifiable in any way. The Dashi token is strictly a utility token in
all jurisdictions and is not and cannot be considered in any way a "security" or otherwise
regulated token of any kind.

Dashi is not in any way e-money and/or fiat money, or an asset backed stable coin, whether
global or limited in scope. This Whitepaper taken by itself is not a contract or a contractual
agreement of any kind, nor is it an invitation, solicitation or offer to invest in Dashi or acquire or
use Dashi tokens in any way and with any expectation of profit therefrom.

Any user of Dashi represents and warrants that such user has received appropriate technical,
administrative, regulatory, and legal advice before and after accessing and/or reading this
Whitepaper or the Website, and/or using any portion or element of Dashi (including The Bird,
OTEC, or HOLLYWOOD tokens).

The user hereby acknowledges and accepts that there is an inherent high risk in accessing,
acquiring, or using any kind of blockchain and/or crypto system, token, platform, software, or
interface, including Dashi, and further disavows any claim of any kind against any community
member directly or indirectly involved with Dashi, for any damages, including total loss. Dashi is
built on Binance smart chain.
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1. Abstract
One year ago, The Bird Corporation wondered if a meme coin could fund infrastructure. Could a
small fee, attached to each trade build something positive. The answer to our question is yes.
The results of the last year are now bearing fruit with the creation of our robotics division, Dashi.

This new industrial division is a stand alone company that designs and develops robotic
technology.

Our test showed that you can fund industry with cryptocurrency trades.

Our immediate plan for DASHI ROBOTICS is to create an independant cryptocurrency called
Dashi to specifically target our development goals. The token should be similar to THE BIRD
COIN with automatic rewards for our investors, payable in BNB.

The Dashi token will be community based, and controlled by the investors equal vote. Each
trade will secure liquidity, reward investors, and fund robotics development at DASHI
ROBOTICS, a division of The Bird Corporation.

An investment in the Dashi token will ultimately design and build robots of all types. All sales
and leasing options of Dashi Robots will be financed through The Bird Corporation, a Nevada
corporation that applies blockchain technology to industry.



Our hope is that the Dashi token will be quickly adopted by the masses, and a new age of
robotics development will rise from passive trading of cryptocurrencies on decentralized
exchanges.

To accomplish this and to secure your investment we put forth the following plan.

The Dashi ICO will be released on the DEX on May 20, 2023 at 14:00 PST to the general
public. Final LP injections will occur from investors.

Once offered for sale, Dashi will apply a fee for each transaction to build liquidity, reward
investors, and fund the research and development of robotics, and artificial intelligence
programs.

Transaction fees are: 4% Locked Liquidity, 2% Auto-Reflections, 4% Research and
Development

DASHI TOKENOMICS
To attract long term investors Dashi will add a smart contract function to automatically capture
liquidity to be shared by several decentralized exchanges and lock that liquidity in a fund until
2027.

Dashi will send free BNB coins automatically to investor wallets with every transaction. The
longer you hold, the more BNB coins you will have.

The combination of auto-lock liquidity, BNB reflection, and real world utility will create the type of
investment opportunity today's crypto investors are looking for.

2. Introduction

Cryptocurrencies' underlying value is its liquidity pool. Before you add a cryptocurrency to an
exchange, you must have a bank, or pool of money for liquidity. The actual value of your
currency is based on this liquidity amount x the total number of coins you allow in circulation.
Provide as much liquidity as possible for your investors. It allows for growth and credibility.

The Bird Corporation creates crypto projects with locked liquidity. Dashi will also secure liquidity,
sending a 4% fee into an AUTO-LOCKED LP Pool, 2% in BNB to investors wallets, a 4%
allocated for Dashi robotics development. A long-term lock is placed on the LP pool giving
investors the security to know this project is long-term. Holders of Dashi may vote to add
additional lock time to the LP at the end of the first term.

Reflection and Auto-Locked Liquidity should contribute to our Dashi token's popularity and its
stability.



As you can see, The Dashi Smart Contract seeks to eliminate any weakness of various
predecessors, while funding research and development of various robots.

3. Auto-Locked Liquidity Explained

The main function of any crypto project is to have the largest LP possible to fill buy and sell
orders. As explained above, The Dashi token captures liquidity and locks it away as part of our
smart contract. These funds are transferred to The Dashi LP after each market transaction
including buys, sells. There are no fees for transfer. Send some to a friend!

A time locked wallet holds the LP. The lock is set through (May 2027). No changes to the
contract will occur during that time. No access is granted to remove the LP giving investors the
best possible scenario for stability.

4. Dashi Reflections

Dashi rewards long-term investors with a frictionless, static reflection simply by holding a
minimum of 1 trillion Dashi tokens. The Dashi smart contract has BNB Reflections built into each
transaction. This 2% reflection is shared by all holders of Dashi (equal proportion to the number
of total coins held)

5. The Dashi Circulation - The Depreciating Supply & Burn Address

There are a total of 5 quadrillion tokens called Dashi. There will never be any more. This is a
one time mint. We created that amount to make it attractive to day traders, and exchanges, and
to make it affordable for anyone to buy.

Details: Each transaction sends 4% to the LP and 2% to the Reflection pool.

6. Research and Development

Dashi builds robots. When you invest in Dashi you are generating a small amount of capital that
is used for various robotics models and improvements to existing systems on earth and in
space. The Dashi smart contract allocates 4% in this calendar year to:

Design, patent, and develop robots of all types including laboring robots, companion robots, and
surgical design improvements. Profits from Dashi Robotics will be shared with its investors
through The Bird Corporation stock, and the Dashi and Bird LPs.

7. The Future of The Bird Corporation



Our method of applied technologies will continue throughout this decade. We will expand into
Aerospace in the near future which will enable us to clean up low-earth orbit and repair disabled
satellites. Our robots will be companions and bodyguards. They will labor on construction sites
and in outer space manufacturing facilities. They will build low-earth habitats, and lunar mining
facilities. We will capture fuel and minerals from the moon and asteroids and bring that profit
back to earth. Our Energy division, OTEC will generate green energy and increase the amount
of potable drinking water. HOLLYWOOD will create two comedy specials, a cartoon, and a
full-length film featuring The Bird.

8. Bird Profit Distribution

The Bird Corporation shares 50% of its net profit with its employees and investors. We feel that
they deserve to share in the company's success. With that spirit, The Bird Corporation wants to
share company profits with you!

The Bird will send a 5% net share of Dashi robotics profits to the Dashi and The Bird Coin LP
funds. These injections occur once per year (December 24th) directly into each LP. The amount
of these injections depends on yearly expenditures and are based on total net profits from all
companies created under The Bird Ecosystem. The Bird feels that you helped to create these
ventures, so you should share in its profits.

9. The Secret to Success

To succeed (DASHI) must be properly marketed to active investors. This is done by setting
aside a small portion of DASHI DEVELOPMENT tokens to pay for advertising and marketing
buys. At certain times, community members will vote which marketing option is best for the
Dashi token.

Best tokenomics will be achieved through high-volume day trading, and long-term holding.

13. Bird Corporation Info

The Bird Corporation is a Nevada for-profit Corporation specializing in adapting blockchain
technology to industry.

14. Inquires:

The Bird Corporation
248 South Meadows Parkway
Suite A-9 #248
Reno, Nevada 89521



(775)203-1288
Contact@TheBirdCoin.com


